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Development promotes
minority admissions
Editor's Note: This is the second of a
two-part series dealing with the longrange effects of the Alan Bakke reverse
discrimination case.
By Terry Potosnak
Staff Reporter
The Student Development Program
(SDP), which has served the University
for about eight years, is the institution's
answer to affirmative action admissions programs, said Myron M.
Chenault. assistant .vice president and
director of Equal Opportunity Compliance.
The SDP originally was designed to
increase the percentage of minority
students at colleges and universities
nationwide. The University's program
boasts one of the lowest drop-out rates.
"The Student Development Program
recruits students to apply for particular
positions here at the University,"
Chenault said. "But we do not give
preferential treatment to anyone."

ALL BONES ABOUT IT-Geology
associate professor John A. Howe
(above) Is one of only five
paleontologists in the country
studying horses. This horse's
skull (left) Is one of his more
interesting specimens.

CHENAULT EXPLAINED that the
University is required to admit any
student as long as there is enrollment
space and the applicant is capable of
meeting the basic admissions criteria.
"What we (SDP) try to do is go out
and recruit students who can meet that
criteria," he said.

According to Chenault, students
admitted under affirmative action
programs often have trouble keeping
up with regular academic loads.
"It has nothing to do with their intelligence," he said. "The problem is in
the schools they come from."
Chenault said that inner city schools,
which most minorities attend, long
have failed to provide those students
with
adequate
educational
backgrounds.
THE BLAME FALLS on society's
apathetic attitude toward disadvantaged students, Chenault said.
"If our students have any problems, I
think that's the cause, but studies have
shown that they're easily dealt with
with the right types of remedial
programs," he said.
The University offers some of the
best remedial programs, according to
Chenault.
"I think Bowling Green has probably
the best programs for disadvantage
students in this region," he said, adding
that the programs have been extremelysuccessful in assisting students experiencing academic difficulty.
HOWEVER, CHENAULT said
students "don't get breaks inside the

classroom," regardless of the standards upon which their admissions
were based.
"You may get breaks in admissions,"
he said, "but if you can't cut it, that's
the way it goes."
Chenault explained that is the reason
why employers are not hesitant to hire
students admitted under special
programs.
"By getting a degree, the University
is saying that you were worthy of it,"
Chenault said. "It had nothing to do
with your admission standards."
In addition to affirmative action
programs in admissions, the University
has incorporated a similar plan into its
hiring procedures.
THE PLAN WAS adopted by the
Board of Trustees in April, 1977.
Chenault said "things will be done this
year" in terms of monitoring various
departments' minority hiring and goalsetting practices.
Because the program is young,
Chenault said he has encountered little
feedback.
"There have been a few questions
and concerns," he said, "but I think
everyone understands that we do have
this obligation and it's my intention to
make sure that we meet it."

Designed to share experience

He horses around
Fossil study behooves this prof
By Sherri Kimmel
Horse-fanciers may get a real kick from a subject
researched by Dr. John A. Howe, associate professor
of geology.
Howe studies fossil horses that lived in North
America during the Ice Age a million years ago.
Howe, who received a bachelor's degree from the
University and his master's and doctorate degrees
from the University of Nebraska, is a paleontologist-a
person who studies fossils.
HOWE IS ONE of about five paleontologists in the
U.S. studying horses
Howe measures the skulls, leg bones, hooves and
teeth of his specimens and compares them to
established findings.
According to Howe, there are three species which
come under the horse heading: zebras, asses, and true
horses. Howe said he would like to know if one horse
species gave rise to another and how and why they
migrated.

Zebras lived in North America for 1,000 years, then
disappeared, Howe said, adding that he thinks they
may have migrated north and south during the Ice
Age.
DURING THIS TIME, the sea level was much lower
and the zebras could go through Alaska to Asia and
then to Africa, Howe said. He said they stayed in Africa
because temperatures there were not as extreme and
there were no glaciers.
The paleontologist said there is a difficulty in
studying fossil zebras because no one has measured
the bones and teeth of modern zebras, so he has nothing
with which to compare his findings.
Howe has received funds from the geology department and faculty research committee. He works in
conjuction with the
Smithsonian
Institution,
National Museum and the University of Kansas.
Howe would like to return to Nebraska to collect
fossils and study horses in Africa. However, funding is
an obstacle. He also is preparing an article for the
Publication Journal of Paleontology on his findings.

RA program planned
By Tom Cunningham
At Wednesday night's Association of
Concerned Resident Advisers (ACRA)
meeting, committees were formed to
help plan a one-night program for
resident adviser (RA) trainees this
spring.
The ACRA program will be one of 10
sessions for RA trainees and will
concentrate on expressing the seasoned
RAs' insights to new advisers.
According to Robert C. Hillshafer,
ACRA chairman, this is the first time
former RAs have been involved in
planning a formal part of the RA
training program.
IN THE past, former RAs par-

ticipated in training sessions along with
trainees, Hillshafer said. This year, the
Resident Adviser Training Committee
(RATC), an association of hall directors, assistant hall directors and RAs,
decided to hold separate sessions for
trainees and returning RAs.
Because of this, former RAs will
receive the benefits of advanced
training, but also will help ACRA in
instructing new RAs.
"In the past, the biggest complaint
about RA training was that old RAs had
to sit through the same classes with the
new," Hillshafer. a second-year RA.
said.
"They weren't telling us anything we
didn't already know."
In the past, however, new RAs found
the most useful part of training came

from contacts and discussions with
former RAs, Hillshafer said, explaining
that is the reason for the special ACRA
session.
The session will discuss RA duties,
wing meetings, and how to deal with
antagonistic or apathetic students and
maintain a healthy mental attitude
throughout the experience.
REALISTIC
approaches
to
programming also will be discussed at
the student-taught session. The ACRA
proposal will be presented to RATC
Feb. 13.
The possibility of reinstating some of
the 25 RA positions cut last year also
was mentioned at the meeting, along
«ilh the subject of providing preferred
scheduling to RAs.

Inside the News
NEWS. . .A migrant farm worker court case has created some
interest in the area. Tom Smith has the story on page 3.
EDITORIALS. . .The News has some concerns about the way the
Student Recreation Center is, or rather isn't, being completed. The
editorial on page 2 spells out these worries.
FEATURES. . .An interview with Gary Wright by Entertainment
Editor Marc Holland is the highlight of this week's entertainment
section on pages 4 and 5.
SPORTS. . .The Falcon hockey team is in St. Louis for a crucial
series with the Billikens this weekend. Terry Goodman has a
preview of the clash on page 8.

Weather
Snow, mow, snow
High 20 F (-7 C)
Low 5 F (-15 C)
100 percent chance of snow

A decision on contracting of summer
faculty may be made at tomorrow's
Dean's Council meeting.
Provost Kenneth W. Rothe is expected to explain his plan for contracting summer faculty and, if a
majority of the deans approve, the plan
will be adopted for this summer.
If the deans do not approve the plan,
Rothe will "go back to the drawing
board," according to Linda L.
Hamilton, assistant to the provost.
Although the News could not determine what type of contract Rothe will
choose for the summer, Dr. Sheldon
Halpern, vice provost for faculty affairs, said earlier that faculty were
dissatisfied with last summer's
"floating contracts."
Halpern chaired the Committee on
Summer Session Assignments, created
in September after numerous protests
from faculty and faculty groups about
the "floating contracts" flexible pay
scales.
Instructors received less money
during the summer if a minimum of
students did not enroll in their classes.
Hamilton said if the council approves
Rothe's plan for this summer, it will be
adopted.

MAYBE THIS SIGN is trying to
tell the weatherman something
about the most recent product of
his work. University students will
be thrilled to hear that more of
the gross substance-as much as
four additional Inches of It-is
expected by this afternoon.

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...'

shouldn't pay until
rec center is finished
All is not well with the new Student Recreation Center.
The center is scheduled to open in the fall, but the contractor said two
weeks ago that it is unlikely that the building will be 100 percent
complete then, according to University Architect Roland Y. Engler.
The project already is six weeks behind schedule and the contractor,
although under pressure to be more specific about a completion date, is
holding off until Feb. 1. alter seeing how the weather affects progress.
Is he stalling? No one knows right now. The News suggests that
Engler continue to apply pressure on the contractor either to get the work
back on schedule or specify when the building will be complete.
If the contractor does need to wait until Feb. 1 to give his completion
date, than he had better come through with the information at that time.
Although il is difficult to foresee adverse weather and its effects on
construction, it still is frustrating to see such University projects fall
behind schedule. One need only to think back to last quarter, when
Moseley Hall could not be used because of "unforeseen" delays.
Student fees are supposed to increase $25 to $30 when the center
opens, and Ben McGuire. Student Recreation Center director, predicted
the increase will begin fall quarter.
Why do we have to pay for something that won't be completed? If the
center will be completed by the beginning of fall quarter, then the increase in fees is justified. But if it is not finished, why should students
pay for something they will not get to fully use?

judges favorably
Kudos to Municipal Court Judge James W. Bachman for his efforts to
get out and meet the people. Bachman. who was appointed last fall to fill
the position vacated by H. Richard Dunipace. has scheduled a breakfast
for 7:30 a.m. Monday in the Conference Room at the Best Western
Hotel. 1450 E. Wooster with townspeople and students next week.
The News applauds Bachman's idea and suggests that other city
officials do the same.

it's a student's write
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or namecalling will be
published. If a largenumber of correspondence refers to a particular subject, a
representative sample will be used.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.

super
reporter
This is a letter directed to Terry
Goodman, Sports Editor for the BG
News.
"It's a nurd...it's a pain...NO, it's
Terry Goodman!!" I am an avid
basketball fan and I'd just like to thank
you. Super Reporter for all you've done
to try to turn the BG basketball
program around.
Thank you for the big new score
board in Anderson Arena, thank you for
the new uniforms for our players, thank
you for getting Anderson painted our
school colors, and thank you for the nice
mural on the end wall. I'm sure you

have had something to do with all these
changes. And wasn't it you who got
Mike Miday and Scott Spencer to come
to Bowling Green? How did you do
this? Do people realize how sought
after those two players were?
Aren't you the guy who plays music
at practice to liven things up a bit? It
seems to me that you were also the man
with the Midnight Madness idea. I
know the players really looked forward
to this. It got them excited and gave
fans like me a chance to see all the
players in action. I loved it. And I
really thought it was a good idea to
move" your office from the stadium to
Memorial Hall so you could be in
constant contact with your players.
Everything you do is for the players
and I am sure, someday, all the hard
work you and your staff have done will
pay off.
You know Terry, it is too bad there
are people in this world like John
Weinert. He does not know a thing
about basketball—probably never
played or coached the game; yet, he
has nothing better to do but print
pessimistic things about the program
you are trying so hard to build.
P.S. Keep up the good work Terry. I
am sure you will sell a lot. of
newspapers.
Steve Poe
343 Palmer St.

l

mi,Gca.Y, it's MI m ro MEET YW , HUBERT ... AND,K. IF YOUKE THINKING OF RUNNING RR
ANYM UP HERE, i WANT YOU TO KNOW WVE GOT W VOTE!'

speaking out

'blind faith1 a misconception
The following ideas regarding the
question of God's existence and identity
as related to both the objective element
of Christian historical events and the
subjective element of Christian faith
are set forth in answer to the commonly
held misconception that Christian faith
is "blind faith." i.e. faith without objective foundation.
God created the heavens and the
earth in such a way that his invisible
attributes of power and divinity may be
perceived through the visible universe.
Thus, one may gain some particular
insight into God's character through
careful consideration of his creation.
However, one must be certain to
distinguish between the person and
character of God himself and all things,
which have received existence through
him.
But Christianity offers, further, a
much more profound and direct answer
to the question of God's existence and
personal identity. Christianity offers
subjective personal knowledge of God
through faith based upon historical
events.
THE WRITER OF the book of
Hebrews states that "God having

spoken in many parts and in many
ways formerly, at the end of these days
has spoken to us in the person of the
Son." The objective foundation of
Christianity is founded quite apart from
one's personal belief or non-belief but
rather upon the events of Jesus Christ's
life, death and resurrection from
among the dead around 30 AD.
St. Paul asserted his own dependence upon the historicity of Christ's
resurrection in his first published letter
to the Christians at Corinth (I Cor.
15:15-19). Dr. Luke also reveals the
importance and certainty of the
historical foundations of Christian faith
in his opening and subsequent

statements to Theophilus in the Gospel
of Luke.
PERSONAL CHRISTIAN faith is
intimately and inseparably linked to
the objective and historical events
documented primarily in the four
Christian Gospels. Separate this objective basis from subjective Christian
faith and experience and one must live
by "blind faith." But this is not
Christianity. In fact, the Biblical notion
of faith is antithetical to the notion of
blind faith simply because Biblical
faith presupposes fact. However, one
must in addition take caution not to
separate the subjective element of
Christian faith from the objective
element of historicity, for' faith personalizes the historical and still living
resurrected Christ of God
Finally, the Christian answer to
God's existence and identity lies in the
notion that God and man were joined in
the person of Jesus Christ (St. John
writes-The Word became flesh) and
through faith in this historical yet living
Christ one may know the existing God.
Michael C. Cooper Is a graduate
student to the College of Business
Administration.

give up
canal
Unlike an earlier BG News letter
writer, I am in favor of turning the
Panama Canal over to Panamanian
control. The previous canal treaties
were arranged and negotiated under
questionable circumstances; the time
has come for the U.S. to divest itself of
its colonial holdings in Panama.
The argument that maintaining
ownership of the canal is essential to
our national security is at most,
exaggerated. Indeed, the largest and
most immediate threat to U.S. security
is inevitable if the new treaty is not
ratified. U.S. Military advisers admit
that the canal is virtually indefensible
from terrorist action.
The U.S. derives little economic
benefit f run maintaining control of the
Canal; less than 8 percent of all U.S.
maritime trade passes through the
Canal and most military vessels are too
large to navigate it. The United States
Department of State is of the belief that
the best way of insuring permanent
access to the canal is not through exclusive or perpetual U.S. control of its
operation, but rather the active and
harmonious support of the Panamanian
population. The new treaty will achieve
this objective. It guarantees the safe
passage of all U A ships through the
canal and the right of the U.S. to keep
the canal open at all times. It does not
harm our commercial interests.
There are dozens of other reasons
that support the Idea that the new
treaty with Panama is advantageous to
the United States-reasons too
numerous and complex to discuss here.
It is clear however, that a military

confrontation in Panama will result if
the new treaty is not ratified. I, for one,
am unwilling to risk my life or the lives
of others for a lost cause that is
emotionally rather than rationally
based. If you are undecided on the
issue, please take the time to research
the extensive information available
before you decide. Only then can you
formulate your own informed opinion
and relate it to your Senator.
Information is available in many
current
professional
journals,
magazines and newspapers; or by
writing to : U.S. Department of State,
Washington, D.C. 20520.
MikeFetzer
413Bromfield

response
to letter

In response to the letter appearing in
Wednesday's News concerning Greeks
and their rush and ritual programs, I
think a few things should be cleared up.
For the people who did not read the
letter Kevin Moyer and Mitch Pies
submitted, it referred to the fraternities
and sororities as "competing for
friendships," and thus contradicting
the concept of brotherhood and
sisterhood.
I don't feel anyone is "choosing"
friends as you cite, however, we are
accepting men who in turn become our
friends. The word competition is true to
a degree, but aren't we all competing in
one way or another? Competition is
everywhere.
Sure we represent brotherhood, but
how can we represent it without
brothers? We first have to accept men
into our respective organizations to
even live in brotherhood. Without
members we cannot continue. Thus we
must work hard to keep our membership as a respectable level. There is
competition in that respect.

The emphasis is not placed on
competition for friendships, as you
stated. If you enter a house, the
fraternity may invite you back because
they feel you, and them, can benefit by
you joining their house. As far as
initiation ceremonies, I think you have
the wrong idea or you simply did not
explain your statement fully. Proving
oneself through initiation ceremonies is
something you will find in similar
organizations and actually is not
proving oneself as much as it is a
customary procedure of initiation.
And finally, the last question 'of
Wednesday's letter, "What are you
looking for?", can be easily answered
in this way: We are looking for men
who want to sacrifice a little to obtain a
lot.
Michael Fening
851 Napoleon Road No.45

weathering
complaints
This writer abhors student complaints concerning winter weather
presently making the scene at Bowling
Green.
The weather is merely part of
campus life; thus, to criticize the
weather would be to criticize campus
life. There are much more important
things to criticize about life on campus
besides the weather (for example, the
ice on the sidewalks).
A few days ago, selected students
were asked by your paper where they
would rether be besides snow-fallen
Bowling Green. Many said Hawaii,
Florida, and California. As for me, I'd
rather be in Bloomington, Minnesota.
Any comments by readers in favor or
disfavor of this letter can be mailed to
the address below.
Brent Frank
347 Bromfield Hall

The B*G Hews
l age 2
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Day in Review
& From Attoclotad rV»tt Report*.

Cadet gets socked; is shoe-in for tough job
Police Cadet Jerri Morgan's male opponent outweighed her by 20 pounds. "I'm going to
get killed." she predicted as she stepped into the boxing ring. The policemen's brawl was
underway.
Morgan. 25, was one of five female cadets in a training class who were required to put on
16-ounce boxing gloves Wednesday and slug it out with another cadet.
She was paired with Police Cadet John Todhunter, 26, who was no taller, but outweighed
her by 20 pounds.
"I'm petrified," Miss Morgan said before the fight.
Todhunter knocked her down in the first and second rounds. The fight was stopped several
times for Miss Morgan to recover from shots to the head and body.
After the fight, Todhunter said, "Put yourself in my shoes. It was embarrassing and
humiliating. I hit her a little to let her know what it feels like."
Recovering with an ice bag, Miss Morgan said, "I tried to keep my eyes on him, but all I
could see was this big glove. I saw stars a couple of time. I'm fine. I've never gone through
anything like that before in my life. But I'd do it again if I had to."
Irma Holmes, 24, fared better. The 5-foot-6,185-pounder tangled with Ralph Huntzinger. 5
feet 8 inches, 157 pounds.
She said she hadn't been in a fight since junior high school, but promised "to do her best."
She threw numerous round-house punches at Huntzinger who met little success trying to
penetrate her defense. "I went after him," Holmes said after the fight.
The 25-year-old Huntzinger said he was at a psychological disadvantage fighting a
woman.
"I'm glad it's over. I thought I'd let her hit me two or three times so I'd get mad. She's
been sitting right next to me in class." Huntzinger said.

Income tax reductions
Carter's No. 1 priority

that the negotiations.. .should be renewed.
We wish him Godspeed and good success."

President Carter presented Congress
and the nation yesterday with a nosurprise State of the Union address in
which he held out the promise of income
tax reductions for 96 percent of all
American taxpayers.
"Militarily, politically, economically,
and in spirit, the state of our union is
sound," Carter said in his text for a
nationally broadcast appearance at a joint
session of Congress.
While saying the United States faces "no
single overwhelming crisis," the president
told the curtain-raising session of the 1978
Congress that, nevertheless, "profound
national interests are at stake," notably in
the realm of the economy.
After first again appealing for enactment of his stalled energy program,
Carter sketched in broad outline a forthcoming proposal to revise and simplify
the tax laws and at the same time "reduce
the tax burden on American citizens by $25
billion."
"Almost $17 billion in income tax cuts
will go to individuals," he said. "Ninetysix percent of American taxpayers will see
their taxes go down. For a typical family
of four this will mean an annual saving of
more than $250 - a tax reduction of about 20
percent"
Carter also said he will submit tommorrow a plan to cut federal excise taxes
by $2 billion, which he said would "directly
reduce the rate of inflation."
In addition, he called for "strong additional incentives for business investment
through substantial cuts in corporate tax
rates and improvements in the investment
tax credit."

Webster to define role
of FBI directorship

Begin says Egypt's peace
demands are brazen
Prime Minister Menahem Begin lashed
out at Egypt yesterday for "chutzpah" brazenness - in its peace demands, and he
rejected for the moment Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's proposal to
resume military negotiations in Cairo this
weekend.
Israel stands ready to reopen peace
talks, Begin said, but the next move is "up
to Egypt."
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance met
with Begin in Jerusalem and is to fly to
Cairo today to talk with effort to revive the
Jerusalem negotiations, which were
suspended abruptly by the Egyptian
leader Wednesday.
After meeting with Vance, Begin told
reporters Israel was declining Egypt's
Invitation for Defense Minister Ezer
Weizman to return to Cairo Saturday for
renewed talks on military aspects of a
peace.
The Cairo talks, considered less important than the Jerusalem conference,
had focused on an Israeli withdrawl from
the Sinai Peninsula.
Begin told a Joint news conference after
the meeting with Vance that the American
would "try to convince President Sadat

President Carter yesterday named
appeals court Judge William H. Webster, a
Republican from Missouri, to become the
third director of the FBI.
"I think he will bring a level of intellect
and imagination to his new role that will
help it perform its duties better than
ever," said Attorney General Griffin Bell,
who announced the president's choice.
Webster, 53, has been a circuit judge in
St Louis since 1973, serving on the 8th.
Circuit Court of Appeals. He will succeed
Clarence M. Kelley, who is retiring Feb.
15.
The attorney general, said Carter
decided Monday to choose Webster over
the other finalist federal Judge Frank J.
McGarr of Chicago, and asked Bell to
inform Webster.
Describing McGarr and Webster as men
of vastly different personalities, Bell said
he thought the president probably made
the decision on the basis of his interviews
with the two men, rather than on their
qualifications or backgrounds.
"McGarr is a trial lawyer. . .and has a
more dominant personality," the attorney
general said. "Webster is given to be a
quiet person."
The attorney general said he had his
department study Webster's decisions on
criminal and civil rights cases. "I have
concluded he is a moderate person. He
reasons well."

Migrants suffer from conditions, it says

Alleged neglect causes suit
By Tom Smith
A local lawyer is at
tempting to uphold the rights
of migrant workers in face of
an alleged failure by Ohio's
chief health officer to enforce state laws.
A complaint recently was
filed in Wood County
Common Pleas Court by
Marvin H. Feingold, attorney of Ohio Migrant Legal
Action Program, 105 N. Main
St. against James H.
Ackerman, state health
department director.
FEINGOLD
REPRESENTS three persons who. in the class-action
complaint, arc trying to
correct living conditions
suffered last summer by all
migrant workers in Ohio
labor camps.
The
three
migrant
workers, Juan Magana,
Brenda Barfield and Carlos
Figeroa worked in Northwestern Ohio last summer.
The three currently are
living outside the state.
Ackerman, according to
the complaint, failed in his
duty to properly license
migrant camps and see that
health conditions were
improved.
Feingold explained that
with Ackerman's knowledge,

licenses were granted to
many migrant camps after
follow-up inspections
revealed that required
improvements never were
made.
He failed to use the powers
available to enforce the
corrections, Feingold said.
Ackerman could have gone
to
the local county
prosecutor or the Ohio
Attorney General's office to
force compliance. Feingold
said.
THE GOAL OF the
complaint, Feingold said, "is
to have the court require the
defendant to devise a plan of
administrative actions and
submit this plan to the court
for approval for the next
growing season. Then to
include this plan is a mandatory permanent injunction
on the defendant.
"With monitoring by court
through injunction we can
find out if they follow the
plan. We hope to have this
plan implemented for the
coming growing season."
Another goal Feingold
said, is for the health
department to take immediate action to correct its
inadequacies.
Plaintiff Magana, the
complaint states, claims a
license was granted July 1,

1977, to Howard Foos, 17777
Mercer Rd., to operate an
agricultural labor camp
when it already was occupied.
OHIO LAW requires
operators of labor camps to
possess licenses from the
health department before
allowing migrants to move
in.
The action said that a
follow-up inspection of the
Foos camp was not performed until June 27, 1977.
Magana arrived June 1, and
found that a number of
violations noted in the
original March inspection
were not corrected.
Inadequate toilet facilites,
lack of running water and
rodent infestation were
among the violations.
When questioned about the
charges, Foos said there was
"no truth in them at all. I am
not talking to anybody
again."
Barfield and Figeroa
claim that the state health
department inspected the
camp owned by Carlton
Meyer, Napoleon, five times
before a license was granted
on June 27. 1977. When the
license was issued, the camp
still had not corrected a
number of health problems

All the plaintiffs charge
that the defendants' failure
to enforce the law caused
"irreparable harm in the
form of exposure to dangers
sought to be prevented by
sections of the Ohio Revised
Code."

THE COMPLAINT DOES
not charge the owners with
neglect, he noted.
"I have a certain amount
of sympathy for the owners.
I know that they are not
prepared to stand a court
fight over the matter,"
Feingold explained.
The health department or
its lawyer, Ohio Attorney
William J. Brown, has 28
days in which to answer the
complaint in some form, he
said.
Brown may claim that the
complaint does not have
legal grounds and attempt to
have it dismissed, he said.
After it files its response,
the matter may be settled in
a trial or by the judge,
Feingold explained.
Wood County Common
Pleas Court Judge Donald
Simmons will preside.
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TOLL FREE
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SALE

1-800-438-8039

Sign language helps police
communicate with deaf
Thousands of Topics

Cincinnati policemen are learning sign
language with the help of a group of deaf
teen-agers who are delighted the police
have taken an interest in their form of
communication.
"I think it's beautiful to pick that up,"
said Sister John Michael of St Rita's
School for the deaf. She's in charge of the
program to teach sign language to area
law enforcement officials.
About 70 officers have been given eight
hours instruction from Sister Michael.
Eight hours of training is not enough to
become proficient admitted Jack Collins,
who organized the sign language course at
the Hamilton County Regional Police
Academy.
Cincinnati police district deskmen, the
Special Weapons and Tactics team
members, some officers from suburban
Hamilton County and members of the
Cincinnati police juvenile sections have
taken the course.
Collins cited some national statistics for
conducting the program: For every 100,000
persons, violent crimes will involve deaf
persons 54.7 times, crimes against
property will involve 582,3.7 rapes will be
committed, 30.4 assaults and 0.8
homicides.
«

and also had been occupied
for nearly a month.
Feingold also charges that
Ackerman failed to take any
administrative enforcement
measures against the Meyer
operation.
The attorney told the News
that these cases are not
isolated incidents.
"We found at least 26
similar or worse cases so far
and we are only half way
through the health department records. I expect to
find about a total of 50
cases," he said.
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Gary Wright brings experience to concert
Preview By
Marr Holland
. .When Gary Wright. "The Dream Weaver" himself, comes
to Bowling Green Monday night, he'll bring with him more
than a seven-piece band featuring an unusual combination of
drums, two back-up singers and four keyboard players.
He'll bring more than a stage show that attempts to
"simulate another kind of reality," in Wright's words, and
more than a handful of new tunes from his recently released
album. "Touch and Gone."
In addition to all of that. Gary Wright will bring ten years'
experience knocking around the pop music jungles, years
which have made him an astute and articulate critic of the
current pop scene, its audience and his own music.
GARY WRIGHT could be called a late bloomer.
Despite a childhood in and around show business-he acted
on television programs and in a Broadway production of
"Fanny"-Wright spent his young adult years pursuing a
dream of becoming a neurosurgeon and psychiatrist
He earned a degree in psychology from New York
University and his musical career was limited to "weekend
gigs around New York City." Wright said in a telephone
interview Wednesday.
Then it was on to the University of Berlin and medical
school. Gigs with a band called The New York Times soon led
Wright in another direction.

NEWSLET1ERS

Traffic manager Chris Blackwel! and producer Jimmy
Miller caught the Times in Oslo. Norway one fateful night in
September, 1967 and were impressed with Wright's abilities.
They invited Wright to England and helped him form Spooky
Tooth.

consists entirely of Wright's keyboards and vocals.
His recent concert tours have featured anywhere from two
to four keyboard players and from six to more than a dozen
keyboard instruments. Nary a guitar is to be seen or heard;
not even a bass.

SPOOKY TOOTH collected a cult following, but never
really clicked commercially either before or after Wright's
first attempt at a solo career from 1970 to 1973.
Finally Wright found himself back home in New Jersey-he
was born there in 1943-with plans for one more crack at a
solo career.
Wright wrote and recorded his third solo album. "The
Dreamweaver." in 1975 and the rest, as tney say, is history.
The album and two singles from it, "Love Is Alive" and the
title track, all crashed the Top Five. Wright, at 32, had finally
reached into the upper echelon of the pop music world.
The music of Wright's second solo career has been
characterized by a unique all-keyboard concept. Aside from
drums and an occasional guitar, "The Dreamweaver"

WRIGHT HAS BECOME more and more aware of the need
for good visual showmanship in concert settings during the
past few years.
Long accustomed to hiding behind his battery of keyboard
instruments, he now feels that it's important for him to move
around the stage more, to be visible to his audience.
A portable moog synthesizer, similar to one used by Stevie
Wonder, gets a lot of use in a Gary Wrjght concert these days.
The show also will feature what one reviewer called
"bizarre space-type costumes" and a film featuring lasers,
still photography and surreal art will accompany four of the
songs.
The set will feature about an equal number of old and new
songs. The new album, for all of its keyboards, space-rock

Crowd screoms for more

Wet Willie, Marshall Tucker Band rock Toledo
Review By
DebWriscr
Northwestern Ohio may be in the middle of a cold, snowy
winter, but Tuesday night a heat wave of Southern rock
blasted the Toledo Sports Arena. Wet Willie and the Marshall
Tucker Band represent two directions taken by popular
Southern music in recent years.
The popularity of the old Allman Brothers Band brought a
rash of imitators and offshoots. Only a few of these rose to
any national prominence. Wet Willie and Marshall Tucker
are two groups who have survived this era of ever-changing
popular tastes.

IN-TOLEDO, Marshall Tucker couldn't have asked for a
more appropriate warm-up band. Wet Willie took the stage
ready to work the audience into a rock'n'roll frenzy. It took
the crowd a couple of songs to warm up, but by the time Wet
Willie broke into "Street Corner Serenade," everyone was
with them. Jimmy Hall tried to involve his audience as much
as possible. Strutting and clapping, he soon had the crowd in
his grasp. Everbody on the main floor of the Arena was
jumpin' and bumpin'.

"Heroes" highlights Bowie style
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Adam
Gauthier
counted
onus.

If Red Cross hadn't trained young
Lars Alecksen in lifesaving techniquesjast summer Adam Gauthier
just might have ended up one
more drowning statistic. (Adam's

alive and well today, thank you, and
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in the first grade in Manitowoc,
Wisconsin.) We're not asking
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for medals (Lars is the one who
deserves those). But we do need
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Because the things we
do really help. In your own
neighborhood. And across
America. And the world.

Red Cross.

During the intermission, some folks close to the stage
raised a big banner announcng that BGSU "luvs the Marshall
Tucker Band".

the lead singer, made the usual promise of playing all night if
we wanted them to. We did. You get the feeling at a Marshall
Tucker concert that they really will play until they're bodily
thrown out.
Another real treat is the length of each song when done in
concert. On the albums cuts average about four and a half
minutes. But on stage the songs are drawn out, allowing the
Caldwell brothers to show off their hot guitar playing.
Jerry Eubanks' flute and saxophone command more attention in concert. The initial incongruity of the flute turns
out to be what sets Marshall Tucker a cut above the rest.
Watching George McCorkle play his rhythm guitar makes
my head spin. He works at it like a demon, never missing a
beat.
All of a sudden, the band was saying "thank you and
goodnight." The audience knew better. Four encores and
nearly a half hour later Marshall Tucker left the stage for
good, to the dismay of a full house screaming for more.
For all the snow outside. Tuesday was a hot night in Toledo.

LIGHTS OUT. Here they come. The crowd goes crazy!
Everyone wants to hear his favorite tunes and Marshall
Tucker won't disappoint anyone. During the second song, the
black curtain at the back opened to reveal the backdrop MTB
as been using for about a year: the ambushed, jolting
stagecoach from the cover of I-ong Hard Ride. Doug Gray,
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Personally. I missed the Williettes. Jimmy's sister, Donna
Hall, and Ella Avery added a female back-up contrast of
which Wet Willie made good use. They've been replaced by a
single male singer. But he's good, and shared the spotlight
with Hall on a couple of numbers. Apparently, Wet Willie's
new album, Manorisms, is having sluggish sales. In the 45minute set, band members reminded us three times of its
release.

Wet Willie plays delta blues with heavy Otis Redding
overtones. In Jimmy Hall's wailing saxophone, we hear that
Memphis sound. On the other hand. Marshall Tucker plays
electrified, white, mountain music. From their music, we get
that laid-back South Carolina feeling.

Toledo loves rock'n'roll.

8D

overtones and obvious debt to what Wright calls "the English
progressive approach to music," is really just American
blue-eyed soul.
Its tone throughout is much closer to the pop funk of "Love
Is Alive" than to the spacey introspection of "The Dream
Weaver.
"Having formed, quit and reformed groups." Wright
concluded, "I realized I had to develop myself more, develop
my own individual talent. I had to prove to myself I could do
it all."
So today Gary Wright is not longer just a keyboard player.
He's songwriter, vocalist, producer, instrumentalist, bandleader, showman, arranger...And millions of record-buyers
seem convinced that Gary Wright can indeed "do it all."
Bowling Green, however, remains unconvinced. At this
writing, well under half of the available tickets for the8 p.m.
show have been sold. Concerts of this caliber-Starcastle.
second on the bill, is itself a promising six-piece band whole
three LPs have done quite well in sales and in FM radio
,airplay-may well become a thing of the past at that rate.

VtfeYe.
counting
you.
The Good Neighbor.
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Review By
Russ Summers
Extending his interest in the music of the avant-garde.
David Bowie continues to fascinate listeners with "Heroes."
Bowie has shed his skin many times, going from elaborate
pop to glitter rock disco. When he released "I/>w," many
rock fans were perplexed, as was Bowie's record company.
Due to his following of German bands such as Kraftwerk
and Tangerine Dream, Bowie has settled into a style which is
more himself than anything else he ever has done.
Near the end of his American stay. Bowie realized he had
to be more experimental, "to discover new ways to writing."
as he puts it. This fact has been obvious in his last two
albums.
SETTLED IN Berlin. Germany, Bowie and Brian Eno have

Sandy's
Hobby Center

1

collaborated on the releases and for "Heroes" brought along
guitar wizard Robert Fripp, former leader of King Crimson
and lately of Peter Gabriel's back-up band.
Side one of "Heroes" is fairly straightforward rock that
takes a surprisingly angry stance.
The title cut, which, according to Bowie, deals with compassion, is side one's best, except that the instrumentation
doesn't quite fit the song. "Sons Of The Silent Age" is a
classic, as some of Berlin's sorrow is related.
It is side two that defies comparison or label. "Y-2
Schneider," which sounds like a tribute to Kraftwerk, opens
up the side, followed by the trilogy, "Sense Of Doubt, ""Moss
Garden" and "Neukoln." Featuring Bowie's voice. Koto and
saxophone, the tunes are supported by Eno's murky synthesizer work.

Meet the representative from
MADELEINE MONO

139 W. Wooster St., B.6.

cosmetics. Learn the secret of

Phone: 352-0003

beautiful eyes. Meet Miss Judi,
Wed., Jan. 25, 11-4 p.m.

Featuring: Flamer Football, for
night-time play, Frisbee -Tournament
Model, Proffesional, Supper Pro,
and Regular, and War Games
Alto:
Train* t Accessories •
Doll House Furniture • Models •
Radio Control Equipment •
Slot Cars and Tracks •
Rockets • Paints • Glue •
Cement • Stamps * Coin Accessories

in LaSalle's Cosmetic Department.
Please call for app't. 352-3565
Hours: For your convenience
Daily 10-7 Sat. 10-5

LASALL
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U.A.O. presents

GARY WRIGHT

"The Dreamweaver Himself"
maker of such hits as
'Love is Alive" and "Dreamweaver"

with special guest star
STARCASTLE
Monday, January 23,
in the Grand Ballroom of the University Union
Tickets on sale in the Union Ticket Office.
All tickets 5.50 General Admission
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'Godspell' has the crowd cheering
Review By
Jim Flick
.. Cabaret Theater's production of "Godspell," playing at the
Holiday Inn, 1550 E. Wooster St., the next three weekends,
has some of the funniest bits you"il ever see on a University
stage.
Mark Magill as a dying olive tree.
Kim Kish on her knees, oinking like a pig and making incredibly pig-like faces.
JIM FOREMAN exclaiming "Jesus Chr..." and clamping
his hand over his mouth as Gary Schrickel, Christ himself,
whirls and glares at him.
One of the finest dramatic moments: Christ, carried offstage on cast members' shoulders after the Crucifixion as
they softly sing, "Prepare Yethe Way of the Lord."
And some very fine singing.
When the opening performance was over, the capacityand-more crowd was on its feet, not just applauding, but
cheering.
DIRECTOR Jane Chapman, in her fourth Cabaret show of
the year, has produced a memorable mix from a strong cast,
an elegant set and superb musical arrangement and performance.

The cast is composed of veterans Schrickel, last seen in
Cabaret's "Broadway Blockbusters," is a complete
showman. As Christ, he is patient and wise without being an
omnipotent wise guy.
The dignity of Christ still is there when Schrickel is using
someone else as a mannequin, dancing or telling a joke or
parable. And the final scene, inevitable in any Christ story, is
suitably dramatic.
James Harrison Foreman III is the only other performer
with an identified role. He plays both John the Baptist and
Judas, but his best bits are his comic ones. Foreman not only
grovels well, but can make anything seem funny with his
facial expression and mannerisms.
THERE IS not a moment when Kish is unaware of the
audience's eyes on her. She does not have a big role-she has
one solo-but she puts so much into it that one is tempted to
watch only her the entire show. She can portray any
character from a pig to a vamp and her vocal talent has star
quality.
Magill even walks funny. He simply is a fine comedian
who, like both Kish and Foreman, always is doing lots of little
things-even when he is away from the main action-that add
to the show. He is as naturally funny as Bugs Bunny.
The other cast members are not less excellent. Becki
Walters, in her third Cabaret show this year, has become

Local Briefs

polished and controlled.
B.J.Whitehouse is surprisingly good as the big man with
the big voice.
WHY DAN Sprau is dressed as Groucho Marx the entire
show is uncertain, but comic. Sprau's straight lines also
come off perfectly.
The voice of Anne Binder has long been her greatest asset,
but she also shows a fine comic wit in this show. Theater
graduate assistant Sara Gabel-Krauch's solo, "Day by
Day," is smooth and flawless, and you never quite forget she
is on stage.
Renee Martin-whose name unfortunately was left off the
opening night program-is lovely, sweet and quite talented.
Musical accompaniment has been a problem in previous
Cabaret shows, but Thomas More Scott does a simply
fabulous job with the music.
The musicians also were, of course, nearly flawless. It is
amazing how much good accompaniment has to do with a
show's success.
The only questionable part of the staging was the use of
slides on the backdrop. They often weren't clear enough to
the audience, as was evident by the time lapse between a
slide's appearance and the first laugh.
The show is, overall, a critic's nightmare; there is really
nothing bad to say about it.

Sex Pistols: Britain's new bad boys are vile
By Scott Jameson
Over the past several weeks I've been debating whether or
not to write this article. Nevertheless, here it is, the latest
chapter in rock hype, "The Sex Pistols".
The Sex Pistols are four young lads from England who are
succeeding quite well at being loud, vile and tasteless.
Johnny Rotten, Sid Vicious, Paul Cook and Steve Jones
comprise the band. Warner Bros. Records puts up the bucks.
Just over two weeks ago they landed on American soil for the
first time to start touring.
SINCE THEY all had prior drug and obscenity charges
against them in Britain, arriving in the States wasn't that
easy. After some legalities were taken care of, visas were
awarded and the Pistols came to town.
The Sex Pistols are currently the hardest of hard-core
"punks" in England. They blast the Queen in their lyrics, spit
into their audiences and generally cause trouble.
Johnny Rotten, lead Pistol, clad in a tattered T-shirt, is the
most outspoken of the group. He lives the "true punk" life
which thousands of middle to lower class teens in England
can relate to.

Image-wise, the Sex Pistols are about as far left as you can
go. Whatever can be done against society's norms, the
Pistols will probably try to do.

go far. They do have a large record label backing them and
enough cover photos on the trade magazines to reach the
public twice over.

IN LONDON and its surrounding cities punk rock is hot.
The Sex Pistols just happen to be the most off-the-wall group
that the record companies picked to push.

So it goes, punk rock in the '70s. In the early '60s the Stones
were doing the same things the Pistols are doing today. They
played loud music, acted as "creeps" to the older generation
i and got busted and are still getting busted, by the way), but
the Stones had one ingredient that the Pistols don't-talent.

If the whole punk rock attack survives and becomes
somewhat stable, lots of people will make lots of dollars.
If you go back about fifteen years there were the same
conditions. The ancestors of rock like the Who and the
Yardbirds carried with them the same image, but to a less
extent than the '70s Pistols.
In the early days the Who had the looks, the image and the
feedback that the Pistols have today. Musically, the Who was
much more talented.
THE PRINT media has had a large effect on the whole
"New Wave" music of which punk rock is a sub-division.
Radio hasn't helped the punkers, according to Rolling Stone
magazine; only the northwest section of the country is
pushing punk rock.
If the Sex Pistols had more potential musically, they may

Group photos
All organizations that received contracts to be
photographed for the 1978 Key must return those contracts by 5 p.m. today, so that space can be reserved for
them.

Credit cards
The Marketing Club is contacting students about
acquiring credit cards from 1-aSallc's Department Store.
The club will receive 50 cents from each card it distributes
to students.
Interested persons should call Larry Trimbach at 3526227 or Nancy Wise at 352-4785.

Symphony concert
The University Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Emil Raab, will present a free concert at 2:30
p.m. Sunday, in the Grand Ballroom, Union.

Social work speech
The College of Health and Community Services will
present a lecture by Helen E. I.andry on "The Social
Worker: A Retiree's Perspective."
The lecture will be at 3:00 p.m. Thursday in 210 McFall
Center.

Chamber music
Faculty of the University College of Musical Arts will
perform in the season's second Chamber Music-Showcase
at 8 p.m. today in the Recital Hall. Musical Arts Building.
Tickets, which are $1.50 for adults and 75 cents for
students, will be sold at the door.

Brass Quintet
The University Brass Quintet will present its second
campus concert this season at 8 p.m. Sunday in the
College of Musical Arts Recital Hall. The concert is free
and open to the public.

New Ponhef adviser to help greeks
Panhellenic Council's (Panhel) new adviser. Barbara
Coniam, said she believes the biggest task ahead of her is to
help the greek system reach its potential in offering opportunities for individual growth.
"Sororities and fraternities offer excellent opportunities
for personal development," said Coniam.
Coniam replaced Linda Ogden at the beginning of this
quarter. Ogden now is an executive assistant in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
In addition to advising Panhel, Coniam's other duties include directing Residence Life Area III, and advising Mortar
Board and Alpha Lambda Delta, academic honoraries.
A native ofElyria.C'oniamisa 1973 graduate of Wittenberg

University. While at Wittenberg she was active in the greek
system and was a resident advisor for two years.
"I'm not here to help only greeks," she said. "This office
ought to be a resource office. 1 want students to feel they can
come to me with questions whether they are greek or nongreek."
A workshop to develop leadership skills will be held at 7:30
p.m.. Jan. 25 in the United Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin Ave.
Marc King from the Personal Development and Life
Planning Center will speak.
The workshop sponsored by Panhel, is open to the public.

BUZZED
LATELY??
Dixie Electric Co

§

An Entertainment Utility
You know what we mean, some of that hearty
Party'n, Drinking, Dancing and getting a Little Crazy...
BUZZED!!! A very special place that's famous for
Buzzing people with Excitement, Fun and an Audio Visual
Atmosphere that you can't find anywhere else. At our
Electric Company, Giving a Good Buzz is our business.
LOCATED ON U.S. 25
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY

PERRYSBURG, OHIO 43551
419-874-8649

come plug yourself in!
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Campus Calendar

final day L

Campus Calendar is a daily listing of campus events
(meetings, lectures and entertainment), provided as a ser
vice to readers. Unless otherwise noted, most events are free
and open to the public. To submit a listing, Campus Calendar
forms are available at the News office, 106 University Hall,
372 7003. There is no charge for submitting a listing to this
section.

Basketball 5 p.m., Anderson Arena. BGSU women's team vs.
Kent State.

FRIDAY

Basketball 7:30 p.m., Anderson Arena. BGSU men's team vs.
Ohio State.

Ode to Billy Joe" campus movie 6, 8:15 and 10 p.m.. 210
Math Science Bldg. Admission 75centswith ID.
Coffeehouse 7:30 11 p.m., Amani, Commons. Folk and light
rock music, free coffee and tea. Admission Si. Proceeds go
toward European tour. Sponsored by College of Musical Arts.

Lectures
Energy, Freedom and Dignity" geology brown bag lecture •
12.30p.m.. 070Overman Hall.

'Luv" theater production 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater.
Admission 50 cents.
Sangria Party 8 p.m.. Dr. Fly's house, 622 Knollwood. Rides
provided from Union Oval at 7:45 p.m. Admission for mem
bersof Spanish Club, 75 cents; non membersS1.25.

Entertainment
UAOHappy Hours 2:30 5:30p.m., Falcon's Nest, Union.

Godspell" Cabaret theater 9 p.m., Holiday inn, 1550 E.
Wooster. Admission S5, students S3.50.

GSS party 5 p.m. St. Thomas More gym. For graduate
students and guests, SI admission includes pizza.

UAO disco 9 p.m. I a.m.. Carnation Room, Union. Admission
50 cents.

Ode to Billy Joe" campus movie 6, 8:15, and 10:30 p.m., 210
Math Science Bldg. 75cents with ID.
SUNDAY
Student swim 630 10 p.m., Natatorium. Admission 25cents.
Meetings
Open photo lab 6:30 10 p.m. 245 Tech Bldg. Bring film,
paper, developing tank, negative carrier and ID. si fee will be
billed to bursar.
"Luv" theater production 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown Theater
Admission 50 cents.

KoSutemiDojo 5 7pm, 201 Hayes Hall.
Circle K 7 p.m.. Dogwood Suite, Union. Sponsored by
Kiwanis
Fin n Falcon

Chamber Music Showcase 8 p.m.. Recital Hall, Music Bldg.
Faculty members will perform. Admission SI.50, students 75
cents.

Scuba

Club 8

p.m ,

Natatorium.

Entertainment
Student swim 1 4 p.m., Natatorium. Admission 25 cents.

Winter Blitz 8 p.m. 1 am. Commons. Sponsored by Student
Veteran's Association. Admission Si.
UAO Coffeehouse 9 p.m.. Carnation Room, Union. Catherine
David will perform, admission 50 cents.
Godspell" Cabaret theater 9 p.m.. Holiday inn, 1550 E.
Woostcr. Admission S5, students S3.50.

Duplicate Bridge Match -i:30p m., Ohio Suite, Union. Open to
all experienced players, with or without a partner. Students 50
cents, non students, 75 cents.
Concert 2:30 p.m.. Grand
Orchestra will perform.

Ballroom,

Union.

Symphony

Open swim 4 6pm., Natatorium. Admission 35 cents.
Public skating 3 305 30 p.m., Ice Arena. Admission for
students, SI; skate rental 50 cents.

SATURDAY
Lectures and classes

the ring sale.

$5Q95

Blind clinic 11 a.m. 1 p.m., 201 Hayes Hall. Sponsored by
Physical Education and Recreation department

Public skating 8 10 p.m , Ice Arena. Student admission SI,
skate rental 50 cents.

Entertainment
Open manufacturing lab 9 a.m. 1 p.m., 124 Tech Bldg. Must
supply eye protetion and materials, admission 50 cents with
ID.

MONDAY
People's Chess Federation 10a.m. 5 p.m., Commuter Center,
MoscleyHall.

Meetings

Gymnastics 1 p.m.. North Gym BGSU women's team vs.
Youngstown State.

Christian Science Organization 6:30 p.m.. Faculty Lounge,
Union.

Open swim l 3p.m, Natatorium. Admis>ion35 cents.

Sigma Delta Chi The Society of Professional Journalists 7:30
p.m., 200 Moseley Hall Pat Still, announcer for WIOT radio,
will speak on ratings J week will i* discussed.

Student swim 3 8 p.m., Natatorium. Admission 25cents.

Men's traditional Siladium® rings
and selected women's fashion rings

Classifieds

are an unusual buy at $59.95.
Today is your last chance to get really outstanding savings in this sale.

"VIKTCTIRVED

REPRESENTATIVE

has a large collection of rings. Ask to see them.

DATE
FRI JAN 20

TIME
10 AM TO 4 PM

Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

University
Bookstore
Student Services Building

' Murder, My Sweet" and Bulldog Drummond Comes Back"
campus movies 7 p.m , Gish Film Theater, Hanna
Hall.Concert 8 p.m., Recital Hall, Music Bldg. Brass Quintet
will perform.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST book with file cards in
plastic bag.
"Language by
Ear 8. Eye " Please take to
South Hall, Speech ottlce.
FOUND Wallet
found
at
Stadium
View
Shopping
Center. 353-4692. Identity to
claim.
LOST Little Toby Three Toes.
Small light tan dog. has only 3
toes on both back feet. Please
call Glna, 352 4216 or Trailer
No. 17. Howard Trailer Park.
SERVICES OFFERIO
Pregnancy Aid &
Under
standing. EMPA. Emotional
Material Pregnancy Aid. 3529393 6.352 1468.
Sound Systems. Don't have a
party create an event. Wewlll
tailor the sounds to fit your
needs. Check us out! Call
John 352 8221
The
Music
Machine
Professional Sound Systems.
All Sorts of Parties 6. Party
Services. 352-2900.
PERSONALS
Sue Simon-the Alpha Gams
congratulate you on your
engagement 8. wish you 8.
Randy best wishes In the
future. Love, your sisters.
The sisters of Alpha Gamma
Delta congratulate Susan a,
Lisa on their recent Alpha
Gam Delt pinnlngs. Two In a
row-way to go sisters!
Sue Shorts Congratulations on
your engagement to Harold!
Love 8. best wishes from your
Alpha Gam Sisters.
Karen, Sheri, Sandy & Sheilawhat a way to wake up the
house!
The breakfast was
really great-thanks from your
Alpha Gam Sisters.
Gail Harris-congratulations on
being selected for Who's Who.
We're proud of you!
Love,
Your Alpha Gam Sisters.
We're proud of our pledges.
They're as great as can be.
They want to go active-How
'bout 1983? Love, your Alpha
Gam Sisters.
The sisters of Alpha Delta PI
proudly announce their new
efficiency
vice-president
Becky Simon & corresponding
secretary Amy Buchholz.
Congratulations to Lisa Koenig
on her recent Induction Into
Sigma Gamma Epsllon, the
geology honorary. Your Alpha

Delt sisters are proud of your
achievements.
Good luck in the Pan Hel
elections Meg Davis 8. Meritt
Lohr, The Alpha Phi's give you
all their support Menu for
President
8,
Meg
for
Treasurer-no one deserves
those offices more!
Love,
Your Sisters.
Congratulations Bonnie White
on your induction intoO.D.K.
Also Congrats to you & Karen
Paxson for being selected to
serve as Campus Hostesses.
Love, Your DG Sisters.
Gall Rudolph, congratulations
on being Initiated into Phi
Upsilon Omlcron. Love, your
DG Sisters.
Congratulations Jeri Lynch on
Who's Who 8. The National
Social Register of Prominent
Students 8. Graduates. Love,
Your DG Sisters.
Cheryl, Good Luck Saturday In
Your
Gymnastics
Meet
Against Youngstown State.
Love, Your Phi Mu Sisters.
rrl GARY WRIGHT
■
STARCASTLE WEEKEND!
WFAL
THE
CAMPUS
STATION!! 680AM.
The night Is drawing near 8, It
comes but once a year.
It
starts late at night 6, never
ends till morning light. The
SAE's are psyched for the
annual Alpha Chi PJ Party)
Party down 8. dance this
Friday, January 20, at the
"Winter
Blltr'-Bttn
soft
drinks, 8, popcorn at the N.E.
Commons this Friday at 8 p.m.
Spinning the records will be
WMHE's Dennis Owen Bowen,
si.00 cover -beer, popcorn &
soft drinks are only 25 cents...Door Prizes too...
Drink, Drown, Dance with
WFAL at HAPPY HOURS!!
TODAY 2:30 5:30.
LlP Sis Rush - Sigma Nu-Tues.,
Jan. 24, 7:30. Open to all who
are interested. See you there!
Terrie, for your 21st birthday
let's get some MILK «.
celebrate. Happy Birthday.
Love, Debbie, Pattl and Steff.
The Fifth Trl Annual jTm
Swart Memorial Mad Dog
Extravaganza will be held
TONIGHT!
Bring your own
dog 8. mix. See you In Room
418 Offenhauer West tonight!
Don't let the Dog bite you I
JODI BALDACCI 8. MARY

GARMEN.
For our hunts
we're really psyched, but for
each drink that is spiked, a
surprise for you will be set,
and on that you can bet!
"Peregrin Pond."
Congratulations Judy 8. Bruce
on your DZ-TKE pinning.
Love, the Sisters of Delta Zeta.
DZ Pledges: get psyched for
the sisterhood party tonight!
See ya there. Love, Your DZ
Sisters.
Congratulations Cindy 8. Don
on your engagement...sorry
we're so late.
Love, The
Sisters of DZ.
Bea, we didn't forget you.
Congratulations to you and
Bob on your engagement.
Love, Your DZ Sisters
Alpha Slgs & Tekes: Thanks
for a great tea Saturday night.
Tdp Sisters of Delta Zeta
WANTED
Male rmmte. to share a 2
bedVm. apt. 353 9694.
Roommate needed. 353-1421.
Male needs room near campus
for rest of Wtr. 8, Sprg. qtrs.
Immediately. 3723371.
1 M. Rmmte for Wtr. 8, Spr.
qtrs. $80 a mo. includ. util. 3725964.
1 M. Rmmte. to share apartment. 353 6382.
1 F. Rmmte. needed Spr. qtr.
S85 a mo. Includ. util. Very
close to campus. 352 6048.
1 F. Rmmte. needed Immed.or
for Sprg. qtr. to share Ig. apt.
All exp. less than $100 a mo.
3525704.
1 F. to sublet Spr. Qtr. Pref.
Grad. stud. 352 3235.
1 F. Rmmte. Wtr. 8, Spr. Qtrs.
»75 a mo. 352-3416.
1 F. Rmmte. needed Spr. qtr.
Total rent, *145, 6th St. 352
4725.
HELP WANTED
^_
Plsanello's Pizza 203 N. Main
has openings for lull or pt. time
drivers In our cars.
Apply
after 4 p.m.
PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE
now accepting applications for
pt. time positions. Apply In
person between 2 5 pm. 1544 E.
Wooster.
FOR SALE
2 Nova 6B floor spkrs. 1 ir.
old-lifetime warranty.
100
watts
peak
handling
capability.
S190 a pr.

Originally $280 a pr. Call 372
6331 or 372 6927.
FREE KITTEN—FOUND IN
SNOW STORM.
PLEASE
HELP. 655 2329 eves.
Fender Twin Reberb Amp.
Used. $375 352-8459.
Nikon F2 camera & lenses.
372 3386.
2 microphones 8, stand, amplifier mixer combinations in
excell.cond. 372 1635.
1973 Chev. I m pal a Custom
Coupe, mint cond.. no rust,
seen one winter, power
steering 8, AC, vinyl roof, 350
V8, new radial white walftlres.
iust had major tune up & has
low price reasonable.
Ph.
eves., after 7. 419 669-9473.
FOR RENT
2 bedrm. apt. 352 8333 till 5:30.
352 2356 after 6.
F. grad now teaching would
like to share completely furn.
house In Toledo. $110 a mo.
Pels OK Call Toledo 385 0522.
2 males needed to sublet in
house near campus. 372-0026.
Campus Manor now renting
for summer. AC, most util. pd.
Special rates. Ph. 352 9302 or
352 7365. eves.
Mid-Am Manor now leasing for
summer & fall. Call 3524380
between 2 6 for an appt.
Avail. Feb. 1st - 1 bedrm. apt.
Nicely furnished 8. carpeted.
Just 2 blocks from campus 8>
downtown BG $170 a mo. incl
all utilities except electricity.
352 1782 after 5 p.m. for sure,
or try late morning or afternoon.
Lg. 1 bedrm. Washer 8. Dryer.
Pets OK. $180 a mo. Avail.
Feb. 1. 352-5676, after 5.
1 or 2 people. Furn. apt. $190 a
mo., util. includ., avail. Feb.
1st. Cnl 352 1363.
Rockledge Manor. Furn. apt, 2
bedrms. 6, 2 full baths. Call
352-3841 after 2:00.
BG Apis. 618 8. 822 2nd St. 2
bedrm. turn., with AC, gas
heat. $340 a mo. school yr. or
$280 a mo. yearly lease. All
util. Includ. except elec. Model
apt,; B-2, 822. 352-2303 or 3527454.
1,2,3 bedrm. furn. apt. for Fall
(■Summer. 256S. College. 3533611.
Unfurn. house. Year's lease.
303 S. Prospect. 353 3611.
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Grapplers beat Defiance, hit tourney trail
By Tom Baumann
Assistant Sports Editor
It looks like this season may be quite similar to last season
for the Bowling Green wrestling team.
That is making a clean sweep in non-league matches.
The Falcons raised their non-conference mark to 2-0
Wednesday night with a 24-17 win over Defiance.
the high point in the match for the Falcons' was the 118
pound match with Jay Liles setting a new school record with
most points in a 31-4 superior decision.
IN ADDITION to Ules' win, Tom Mitchell (142) won 8-4,
Mark Mayer (158) recorded a major decision, 10-1, Matt
White (177) won his match 6-4, and Dan Stokes took the
heavyweight contest, 2-1.
Now the attention focuses to Columbus, for the Ohio State
Invitational, which takes place tomorrow and Sunday in St.
John's Arena.
Fifteen teams are expected to take part in the event, which
will hopefully be a traditional meet in Ohio collegiate
wrestling.
Action is scheduled to take place in two sessions on
Saturday, one from 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. and the other from 11
a.m.-fl p.m. The second round is to take place Sunday
morning, with the finals beginning at 5:30 p.m.
In addition to the hosts and the Falcons, other teams expected to compete include Toledo, Miami, Ohio University,
John Carroll, Ashland and Cleveland State.
THE CLEVELAND STATE squad is expected to be very
tough in competition. The Vikings are featuring 12 lettermen

from last year's team, which includes three NCAA qualifiers
and a heavyweight who was unbeaten in duals last season.
The Falcons will have to counter with their best talent,
generally the same line-up as the past few matches.
There will be some changes, however, as the injury
problem is still hampering BG.
Jim Stitle, Rick Kopf, Jerry Thomas, Willie Senquiz and
Larry Anzivine are still out because of injuries. Therefore,
coach Pete Riesen will go with the line-up that won Wednesday night.
Toledo takes a team that streaked by BG last weekend, and
is currently undefeated in dual matches. In addition, the
Rockets won the Toledo Open in late December.
BUT PAST PERFORMANCES don't reflect that much,
according to Riesen.
"There's no way you can compare a team one time to
another time," Riesen said. "One time everyone will be in
excellent condition, and maybe next time they're hurt.
"In one match a wrestler may be outstanding, and in the
next he could do something stupid and wind up flat on his
back."
With 15 teams on hand, the Falcons will have to be in both
excellent shape and be quick thinking to put on a good
showing at what is called by Ohio State officials as the
"Wrestling Championships of Ohio."
TAKEDOWNS: On the return trip from Defiance Wednesday night, some of the Falcon wrestlers escaped injury as
the car which they were returning in slid off the road and into
a ditch. Luckily, no one was hurt.

Newspholobv Larry Kayser
WHAT NOW COACH? Falcon grappler Mark Mayer looks to Coach Pete Riesen for advice in a match
against Toledo.

Women blast Defiance, 73-50
By Bob Renney
Assistant Sports Editor

and improved team from
last season.

The
Bowling Green
women's basketball team
hopes that Wednesday's
victory over Defiance is an
indication of things to come.
The Falcons blasted the
visitors 73-50 to even their
season record at 2-2.

THE LADYBIRDS downed
Kent 67-48 last year, but a
fine crop of recruits and
transfers have bolstered the
Golden Flashes attack.

But BG coach Nora Liu is
concerned about tomorrow's
opponent Kent State, a young

The prospect of victory
does look good for BG
however, if they can continue their torrid shooting.
Led by Bobbi Little's 16

points, Charissa Urbano 15,
and Jenny Gill and Sue
Telljohann's 12 each, the
Falcons shot 45 percent from
the field making good on 36
of 80 attempts.
BG ALSO DOMINATED
the boards, 56-40, with Little
picking off 10 rebounds and
Urbano nine.
Expected to start against
Kent are forwards Little and
Urbano, guards Telljohann

and Gill, while either Kristi
(Jordan or Sue Cowman will
play center.
Should the Falcons win, it
will mark the first time in
two years that they have
topped the .500 level during
the regular season.
Action gets underway at 5
p.m. at Anderson Arena. The
game will be followed by the
BG vs. Ohio University
men's basketball contest.

Oklahoma State suspended
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)Oklahoma State officials
expressed dismay and shock
Thursday at the severity of a
two-year probation the
NCAA levied against the
school for a multitude of
football recruiting infractions.
Meanwhile, Lana Tyree,
attorney for four persons
who were among the targets
of the lengthy NCAA investigation, vowed to file suit
if the NCAA tries to enforce

1978 OFFICERS
BARBTURLEY
CANDY ADAIR
MOLLY HOSMER
SUE KERRIGAN
BARB ANDREWS
KRISEVERSMAN
TERESA COX
BETSY KILLIUS
LAURA HALAGAN
JAN SCHMIDT
LYNNJIVIDEN
LAURA MCVAN
JOAN HURLESS
PENNY JEROME
NANCY PAGENSTECHER

Altruism

KRISEVERSMAN

Steward
Song
Sweatshirt-Picture
Sunshine

PAM GITTINGER
LAURA MCVAN
LAUREE SMITH
DENISE MESSMER
LEE ANN DAVIS
CINDY LEWIS
JANE SCHMIDT

Athletic
Alumnae

A Special Thank-You to the
Outgoing Officers
for a job well done!

GREENVIEW APARTMENTS
214 NAPOI.EON ROAD
Winter quarter Leases
ONLY IS UNITS AVAILABLE
1,2 Bedrooms and efficiencies
furnished, unfurnished
gas, electric, water, trash removal by owner
open 10-6 M,W,F, SAT
10-8 T&Th.
Call 352-1195 AND RESERVE VOUR
APARTMENTNOW

LvLLLLL L0I11:
liLt'LUiU
IrWiLUJlr BLM*

AT
STILLWATER,
Oklahoma State President
Lawrence
Boger
and
Athletic Director Floyd Gass
told a news conference they
were stunned by the severity
of the NCAA penalties.
Boger, who became

ALPHA GAMMA*]
DELTA
I
Winter Formal
1978

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA

President
1st Vice Pres.
2nd Vice Pres.
Treasurer
Corresponding Sec.
Recording Sec.
Rush
Activities
House
Membership
Senior Panhek
Publicity
Ritual
Social-Standards
Junior Panel

any penalties against her
clients.
"These people are not
guilty of anything they have
been charged with," Tyree
said in Oklahoma City.

Time goes by so very fast
But happy memories last and last

January 21, 1978
Toledo, Ohio
ABORTIONS
Starting Rate
S125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licensed Gynecologist
CLOSE TO OUR AREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MOOERN TECHNIQUES

CAU TOLL FREE
800-362-1205

president at the university
last year when the investigation was in midstream, said the school
would abide by the NCAA
edict.
The probation period
covers the 1978 and 1979
seasons and prohibits the Big

Eight school from appearing
on television or going to bowl
games.
In
addition,
Oklahoma State will be
allowed only 25 football
scholarships each of the two
years instead of the normal
30.

SWEATERS
Now ALL reduced

30% to 50%

January Clearance
Now in Progress
in all departments
THE
POWDER PUFF
525 RIDGE ST.
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Rettie's Tobacco Shop
Imported

Cigarettes

Featuring: Sher Bidi. Rothmons,
MacDonalds.

Gauloises

Export. Gitines. Old Navy. Dunhill.

We also carry:

Pipes, cigars, hand blended tobaccos, and repair pipes

139W.WoosterSt.,BG
Phone: 352-0003

Rettie's Tobacco Shop

30%

OFF
SALE
/AND, IF YOU DON'T THINK \
*
THAT-SLOW
/

Ode to Billy Joe
6:00, 8:15,10:30

WHO?

WHAT? PIZZA & BEER
WHEN?

IMPORTS

SOD^

too'-

FRIDAY, JANUARY U0,1978
TIME? 5:00P.M.to?

325 E.
™ 7*
Wooster

OdeTo
Billy Joe

WHERE? St.Thomas Gymnasium
across from Offenhauer i

A tout slon,
lhal s joyous
funiK and
• ichinq

Friday & Saturday

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
- Sponsored by G. S. Senate

COST? $1.00 at the door

yOU fill
netier forget il

gnffi® CD oms^B f

210 Math Science

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 2-2773

.75 with B.G.S.U. I.D.
,
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Friday-Sunday series set with Billikens

Falcons looking for luck in Sf. Louis
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor

they look like the Montreal Canaan-.is and the next time like
the St. Louis High School team."

ST. LOUIS, MO.-"If we can win one game, we can accomplish something. Of course luck hasn't been going our
way at St Louis, but the way we're playing now, I feel there's
no reason we can't take one."
That's Bowling Green hockey coach Ron Mason's goal this
weekend as his torrid team arrived here last night for a twogame, Friday-Sunday series against Central Collegiate
Hockey Association (CCHA) nemisis St. Louis.
Although. the Falcons have won 16 of their last 19 games
and lead the CCHA by five points, they've won only one of
their last 12 games at the Checkerdome. And that one came
during the playoffs last year, when Mike Luit scored a 4-0
shutout, which eventually led BG into the nation's final five.

Tonight's game starts at 8:30, Bowling Green time, and
Sunday's battle begins at 3 p.m. WKIQ (93 FM) will air both
games live, coming on the air 15 minutes before each game.
BG currently stands 7-1 in the CCHA and sixth-ranked in
the country, according to both the WMPL Coaches Poll and
the NCAA Poll. St. Louis, 4-4 in the league and 14-9-1 overall,
is unranked.
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Tracksters start season
LACK OF DEPTH is also a problem in the long jump.
Junior Michele Raymond turned in a jump of 23' 10V last
year and has shown "great improvement this year," according to Brodt. However, there is no one in "Raymond's
class," to back him up, the coach added.
"We don't have any 6.2's or 6.3's," said Brodt of the 60
meter race. " It will definitely be touch and go in the sprints.''
To compound the problem the team's two best freshmen
sprinters are ineligible this quarter.
The two and three mile events may turn out to be the
team's strongest events. Bob Lunn, Gary Lyttle, Dan Cartledge, Jeff Martin and Pete Murtaugh are "consistent,"Brodt said. Steve Hously and Kevin Ryan will join
the group when they recover from their injuries.
"As a group I think it's up to them how well we do," Brodt
said. "I think the capability is definitely there." Lunn'stime
of 13:55.2 in the three-mile was the team's best last year.
Ivor Emmanuel, who holds last year's low mark of 50.3 in
the 440 meters will repeat in that event this year. Junior
Mark Butler will run in the 440-yard to the 880-yard events
and freshman Tim Dayhuff will compete in the 220-yard

lash.
"Because of our lack of practice we are probably farther
behind in the field events," Brodt said, "because technique is
very important. We are a young team and I expect progress
as we move into the season."
After tomorrow's invitational the Falcons travel to South
Bend, Ind. for a January 27 dual meet with Notre Dame.

FOX'S DEN

Try something different next lime,
a roast beef sub at Pagliai's.

PRESENTS

It's great the way you like it. so choose your
own ingredients lor the best Listing sub in town!
Choose from cheese, lettuce, onions, pickles,
horseradish, tomatoes and your choice of
dressings mayo, mustard, Italian dressing.
pizza sauce, and thousand island dressing Any
way a roast beef sub is extra delicious at
Pagliai's.
1/3 loaf
$2.00
Full loaf
$5.50

LOCO WEED
THURS., FRL, SAT.
9-2

Free delivery
Ph. 352-7571

NO COVER

•PIZ2A«SUBS«SPAGHeni«LASAGNA«SAlADS

FOQliOi'S

—MUST BE 21

945 S. Main
Bowling Gr*«n

LOCATED AT
STADIUM PLAZA

nrnmn WIN ♦♦♦wnm
Concert
Tickets to Gary
and have fun doing it!

4 * * S * f ' i

Wright

By Steve Sadler
Assistant Sports Editor

When Bowling Green takes
the court tomorrow night at
Anderson Arena (7:30)
against Mid-American
(MAC) foe Ohio University,
there will be a new face in
the Falcon's starting lineup.
And, though you may not
be able to pronounce his
name immediately, it won't
take you long to figure out
his style of play.
Just as sure as the officials
will be wearing black and
white
stripes,
Mitch
Kopystynsky will be playing
aggressive basketball.
After playing very little in
the beginning of the year, but
recently providing the spark
the Falcons have been
looking for all season long,
Kopystynsky will get his first
chance to start when BG
hosts the Bobcats, 8-6 overall
and 2-3 in the MAC.
MITCH IS coming off his
finest game of the season, a
12-point, eight rebound night
against Detroit, and, coupled
with a good performance at
Western Michigan a week
ago, he has played splendidly in two of his past three
games.
It appears the key was just
getting playing time.
"That's the thing," the 6-6
forward said. "If he
(Weinert) would give me a
chance to play, I'd play."
"These last three games
I've averaged 20 minutes,"
he added. "In the first 10 I
played 10 minutes total."
KOPYSTYNSKY has some
definite' thought about the
Falcons performances so far
this year.
"I've said all year long
when people ask me about
the team, I say we don't play
with enough intensity," he
said.
"You can talk about all the
talent you want to, but we
played basic basketball last
night (Wednesday night
against Detroit), and that's
why we stayed in it," he said.
"Hitting the open man
when he's open, hitting the
boards hard. So what if you
get a couple of fouls when
you're only down five and
people think you should be
down 40," the outspoken
Perrysburg resident said.
Hitting the boards is
something many people felt
would be a problem for the
Falcons with the loss of Art
Cook and Ron Hammye to
injuries. But Kopystynsky
MnNMesrasMMB

3RD ANNUAL WINTER BLITZ
beer, popcorn, and soft drinks only 25

WMHE's Dennis Owen Bowen
will provide the tunes
Friday, January 20th - 8 p.m.,
N.E. Commons

SATURDAY
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

.,..-..

"He (Easton) looked pretty good in practice yesterday
(Wednesday)," Mason said. '.'He's healthy, but he's not in
great shape. It'll probably take at least two games for him L,
get back in the swing of things. Yesterday was just his first
time out after the layoff, so he probably won't be able to play
too much."
Sunday's goaltending is currently undecided, but the
assignment is anticipated to go to Wally Charko, the guy who
wears the brightly painted orange, white and brown mask.
HOCKEY NOTES: Glen Cerny will handle WKIQ's
coverage of the St. Louis series this weekend, with Mark Broz
and Rich Slaughter doing the color commentary...Winger
John Markell, although being shutout goal-wise last
weekend, is still the BG scoring leader with 32 points. He also
leads the team in goals (19)...Following Markell are Mark
Wells (8-18-26), Mike Hartman (18-7-25), Shutt (10-13-23),
Tom Newton (11-11-22), and defenseman John Mavity (3-1619).

has remedied that with
possibly the best board play
(along with Rosie Barnes) of
anyone all season long.
I GOT SICK and tired of
hearing we were going to get
beat so bad and without
(Ron) Hammye we were
going to get beat by 40
points," he said.
"We could win the MAC
championship," he added.
"Everybody says how tough
it is to win the MAC. What's
the MAC really?"
Kopystynsky cites the
Detroit game as an example.
"If we couldn't do it, we
wouldn't do it," he said.
"Why don't we do it all the
time? That's what I'm
saying."
While he is happy with
more
playing
time,
Kopystynsky doesn't play up
his new starting role.
"Starting doesn't mean a
lot to me," he said. "I just
want to play, get my time.
"STARTING IS something
for your ego, to say you're a

starter," he said. "I didn't
start when I played well."
Kopystynsky came to BG
from Rossford High School,
by way of Eastern Kentucky
University.
"I didn't like it there," he
said. "I was only there a
semester. So I said I'll be a
commuter and I can play
ball. I was mostly interested
in my education."
Which means, in sports
terms, that Kopystynsky is a
walk-on. A player who
makes the team despite not
getting a scholarship.
He's hoping that situation
will change.
IF THEY GIVE it to me (a
scholarship)
it's
fine
because I deserve it," he
said. "I'm the only one on the
varsity that doesn't have a
scholarship. I mean what's
the deal? If you're going to
give out handouts..."
Mitch and company will be
hosting a Bobcat team that is
coming off its worst performance of the season, a 73-

- i ■

DOOR PRIZES!
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59 loss to Western Michigan
Wednesday night. Ohio is
paced by Steve Skaggs, who
scored just seven points
against the Bronco's, the
first time in 37 games he
didn't hit in doublefigures.
Skaggs comes in with a 19.4
average, second in the
conference.
SIXTH IN SCORING in the
conference is forward Tim
Joyce, who is averaging 18.8
per contest.
Bucky Waldon (11.0),
Ernie White (7.9) and
Brewer Gray (5.0) round out
the Bobcats starting five.
leading the Falcons in
scoring is freshman Joe
Faine, averaging 14.1, while
Hammye, who may see
action after being sidelined
for two games, is averaging
14.0.
Duane Gray is averaging
12.2.
The Falcons, coming off
possibly their finest efforts
of the season, now stand 3-11
overall and 1-3 in the conference.

Newsphotoby Dave Ryan
MITCH KOPYSTYNSKY puts up two for Bowling Green against Detroit.
Mitch will get his first start for BG tomorrow night against Ohio.

of BGSU presents

CARNATION ROOM DISCO
BEER &
POPCORN

Friday, January 20,1978

The hustling center has been out for three weeks with a
bruised kidney, but he'll be back on the same line with Byron
Shutt and Tom Newton.

Aggressive Mitch gets a chance

Student Veterans Association

at the
50*
Bring I.D.

The Falcons, who will start Brian Stankiewicz between the
pipes tonight, will be bolstered by the return of tri-captain
Dave Easjon this weekend.
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BILL SELMAN.i Billikcn coach}was saying that one night

"An uphill battle," is in store for Bowling Green's Men's
indoor track team, according to Coach Mel Brodt.
"We are just looking for the experience in the early going,"
said Brodt, whose team opens the season tomorrow at 1:00 inthe Eastern Michigan Invitational Tournament.
"The first few meets will i* particularly tough and
challenging," he said. "Wewon't beexpectingthatmuch."
Again this year the team will be faced with the task of
facing opponents that are better prepared for the season's
start.
"THERE IS NO use complaining about it, but we just don't
have an indoor track," Brodt said. "This definitely hurts us
from the standpoint of lack of practice. With the way the
weather has been of late we may be behind more than usual."
Originally, the middle distance races were expected to be
the Falcon's strong point, Brodt said, but injuries will
hamper the team in this area.
John Anich, Steve Hously and Kevin Ryan are all suffering
from leg injuries. Anich is expected to miss the "entire indoor season," according to Brodt, and Hously and Ryan will
be out at least this week.
Joe Ritter, John Zurer and Paul Bridge will give the
Falcons some depth in the high jump. Hitter's jump of 6' 4*4 "
was a team best last season.
Jeff Opelt. who is coming back after a broken tibia, has had
a best vault of 15' 6". but there is little depth behind him in
that event.

"WE PRACTICE Saturday, but do a lot of laying around.
It's like two different series, not the same one. I think it gives
them a better home-ice advantage."

"I'll be happy with one point, but I'd rather get the win,"
Mason hoped. "Almost everybody (in the CCHA) has been

"I'm sure they are going to remember that it was Bowling
Green that kept them out of the NCAA tournament last
year," Mason said. "It all might come down to if they're up
or down for us. They haven't had much consistency this
year."

By Bill Paul
Staff Reporter

splitting on the road, so we can just keep up by doing the
same.
"But at St. Louis, things just never seem to go our way," he
added. "We always seem to have to kill a lot of penalties
there. And 1 don't like the Friday-Sunday series, either."

By Sheridan
%
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